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Baggage: size and weight restrictions - Emirates

Emirates

Check the baggage policy in Emirates airlines. Remember that the dimensions of hand baggage

are determined individually by the carrier. If possible, choose a soft backpack instead of a rigid

suitcase. It will be easier to adjust it to the requirements.

Checked baggage must also meet certain requirements. See the baggage size and weight

restrictions in Emirates airlines. The number of suitcases you can take depends on the booking

class or the selected tari�.

Hand baggage in Emirates

baggage included in the ticket
price

maximum
dimensions

maximum weight and number of
pieces

economy business �rst

YES 55 x 38 x 20 cm 1x7 kg 2x7 kg*

* the second piece of hand baggage can have a maximum size of 45 x 35 x 20 cm.

Passengers boarding an Emirates plane in India can take on board only one piece of hand

baggage with maximum overall dimensions (height + width + length) of 115 cm.

Attention! The dimensions of hand baggage also include protruding elements: handles, wheels,

etc.

Checked baggage in Emirates
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economy class

Business
class

First
class

 Special

tari�

 Saver

tari�

Flex

tari�

 Flex
Plus

tari�

maximum dimension of a piece of
baggage

300 cm (height + width + length)

maximum total weight of baggage* 20 kg 30 kg
30
kg

35
kg**

40 kg**
50
kg**

maximum baggage allowance for

�ights from / to Canada, USA, South

America and Africa

150 cm (height + width + length)

maximum weight of baggage for

�ights

from / to Canada, USA, South America

and Africa

2x23 kg 2x32 kg

* The Emirates airline allows you to submit any number of pieces of baggage until the total

weight exceeds the limit speci�ed for the class and tari�

** the maximum weight of a single piece of baggage is 32 kg
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